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PAT HS C OMPL ET ED PROGRESS

Cracking into Hack the Box

3 Modules  Easy

To be successful in any technical information security role, we must have

a broad understanding of specialized tools, tactics, and terminology. This

path introduces core concepts necessary for anyone interested in a

hands-on technical infosec role. The modules also provide the essential

prerequisite knowledge for joining the main Hack The Box platform,

progressing through Starting Point through easy-rated retired machines,

and solving "live" machines with no walkthrough. It also includes helpful

information about staying organized, navigating the HTB platforms,

common pitfalls, and selecting a penetration testing distribution.

Students will complete their �rst box during this path with a guided

walkthrough and be challenged to complete a box on their own by

applying the knowledge learned in the Getting Started module.

100% Completed

MODUL E PROGRESS

Introduction to Academy

8 Sections  Fundamental  General

This module is recommended for new users. It allows users to become

acquainted with the platform and the learning process.

100% Completed

Learning Process

20 Sections  Fundamental  General

The learning process is one of the essential and most important

components that is often overlooked. This module does not teach you

techniques to learn but describes the process of learning adapted to the

�eld of information security. You will learn to understand how and when

we learn best and increase and improve your learning e�ciency greatly.

100% Completed

Network Enumeration with Nmap

12 Sections  Easy  O�ensive

Nmap is one of the most used networking mapping and discovery tools

because of its accurate results and e�ciency. The tool is widely used by

both o�ensive and defensive security practitioners. This module covers

fundamentals that will be needed to use the Nmap tool for performing

e�ective network enumeration.

100% Completed

Web Requests

8 Sections  Fundamental  General

This module introduces the topic of HTTP web requests and how di�erent

web applications utilize them to communicate with their backends.

100% Completed



Introduction to Networking

21 Sections  Fundamental  General

As an information security professional, a �rm grasp of networking

fundamentals and the required components is necessary. Without a

strong foundation in networking, it will be tough to progress in any area of

information security. Understanding how a network is structured and how

the communication between the individual hosts and servers takes place

using the various protocols allows us to understand the entire network

structure and its network tra�c in detail and how di�erent

communication standards are handled. This knowledge is essential to

create our tools and to interact with the protocols.

4.76% Completed

JavaScript Deobfuscation

11 Sections  Easy  Defensive

This module will take you step-by-step through the fundamentals of

JavaScript Deobfuscation until you can deobfuscate basic JavaScript

code and understand its purpose.

100% Completed

Getting Started

23 Sections  Fundamental  O�ensive

This module covers the fundamentals of penetration testing and an

introduction to Hack The Box.

100% Completed


